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Abstract

Lebanese TV stations are crowded with comedy shows which reflect the status quo of the
country’s political, economical, and social woes. Based on surveys, one type of shows in
particular has gained mainstream attention among the public and that is parody shows. Parody
shows tend to present the bittersweet reality in sarcastic and satirical ways. According to
ratings, one show has dominated all parody shows for the past four years in Lebanon and that
is Chi.N.N. The show has quite an appeal among the Lebanese population because of the
simple and ingenious language used by hosts which rallied thousands of fans on the show’s
Facebook page. Most followers on Facebook are educated but they tend to use low language
when commenting. This paper aimed to analyze why educated followers of the show use low
diglossia when commenting on Facebook. This research aimed to explore whether the use of
low diglossia is related to linguistic competence or social status bond to show solidarity.
Corpus linguistics was adopted in this study scanning for the most repeated words in
followers’ comments. Sayahi’s Identity approach was implemented. Quantitative and
qualitative approaches were adopted in this case study. Instrumentation carried out was
manual count of the most repeated words in followers’ comments. By the end of the study,
results showed why educated followers use low diglossia and whether low diglossia hindered
constructive discussion between parties.

Аннотация

Ливанские телевизионные станции переполнены комедийными шоу, отражающими
текущие политические, экономические и социальные проблемы страны. Один из таких
типов – шоу-пародия, основанное на социологических опросах, – привлёк внимание
самой многочисленной аудитории. Шоу-пародии склонны представлять горести и
радости повседневной жизни, прибегая к сарказму и сатире. Согласно рейтингам, одно
из таких шоу – Chi.N.N. – занимает доминирующее положение, поскольку его ведущие
используют простой бесхитростный язык, что привлекает тысячи фанатов на его
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страницу на Фейсбуке. Большинство подписчиков – образованные люди, однако в своих
комментариях на Фейсбуке они используют сниженную лексику. Цель настоящего
исследования – изучить, связано ли такое использование с лингвистической
компетенцией или же социальным обязательством демонстрировать солидарность. Для
выявления наиболее частотных слов в комментариях подписчиков использовались
методы корпусной лингвистики. Применялся подход социальной идентичности Саяхи.
В изучении указанного феномена были задействованы методы количественного и
качественного анализа. Подсчёты самых частотных слов в комментариях подписчиков
проводились вручную. Результаты проведённого эксперимента показывают, почему
подписчики используют сниженную лексику и препятствует ли она поддержанию
конструктивной дискуссии между её участниками.

Keywords: low diglossia, high diglossia, societal bilingualism, parody show, educated
followers, Facebook.
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1. Introduction

Diglossia as defined by C. A. Ferguson [Ferguson, 1959] is a relatively
stable language situation, in which, in addition to the primary low variety
dialects (non-prestige), there is a very high variety (prestige language) which is
learned by formal education and is used for most written and formal spoken
purposes but not for ordinary conversation. Taken in its original literal meaning,
diglossia describes the coexistence of two words, i.e., vocabulary doublets, in a
given language to refer to the same concept or entity.

Statement of the Problem

The hosts of Chi.N.N. use low variety dialect on the show. The show’s
educated Facebook followers emulate them by using low diglossia in posting
comments which leads to the page being dominated by the less dominant sociocultural group and eclipses the more dominant sociocultural group who are
users of prestige language.

Purpose of the Study

This research aims to find out why educated followers of Chi.N.N. use
low diglossia in expressing their views on the show's Facebook page.

Research Questions

The study attempts to answer the following questions.
1. Is low diglossia in Lebanon related to linguistic competence or societal
competence in educated people?
2. To what extent does the difference in social status between hosts and
followers play a role in using low diglossia on Lebanese TV?
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3. How does writing the vernacular on Facebook play a role in social
identity between Lebanese?
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Hypothesis

The use of low diglossia by educated people on Facebook undermines the
balance between H and L and hinders constructive discussion.

Literature Review

Diglossia is a characterization of linguistic organization at the sociocultural level [Fishman, 1967]. J. A. Fishman argued that the term should be
extended to include situations with separate languages provided they are in a
complementary distribution. He distinguished between bilingualism, as the
individual ability to use more than one language, and diglossia as the social
aspect of the languages in use within the same speech community. According to
A. Hudson [Hudson, 2002], social circumstances lead to the appearance of
diglossia creating two varieties of the same language constituting diglossic
code-switching. Diglossic code-switching refers to the act of juxtaposing the
H and the L varieties of the same historical language during a communicative
event [Sayahi, 2014]. Both the illiterate speakers, often the ones who are
deprived of any possible gains associated with knowing the standard form, and
the educated speakers share a negative perception of the vernacular. This is
called the diglossia paradox. An educated person as defined by K. P. Mohanan
[Mohanan, 2005] is one who has undergone a process of learning that results in
enhanced mental and thinking abilities involved in knowledge building and
knowledge critiquing, and language abilities needed for clear, precise, and
effective communication. In cases of bilingualism, the H variety is in fact the
native language of the socio-cultural dominant group [Sayahi, 2014]. Societal
bilingualism as defined by M. Clyne [Clyne, 1997] is the characteristic
linguistic situation in a particular speech community in which more than one
language is used. In this connection we can further distinguish between official
bilingualism and de facto bilingualism. Societal bilingualism denotes the
characteristic linguistic situation in a particular speech community in which
more than one official language is used. De facto bilingualism refers to the
difference between what is officially stated and what is the actual linguistic
situation in a nation [Clyne, 1997]. Another concern rises which is the writing of
the vernacular and its gradual acceptance, as an important milestone in the path
towards resolving a diglossic situation. F. Coulmas [Coulmas, 2002, p. 62]
rightfully postulated that “Writing of the vernacular is rarely explicitly
acknowledged as an important factor in linguistic evolution.” The history of
Spanish tells us that the shift from an H variety to an L variety in official
writings would only happen when the difference between the two is such that
the L variety is no longer perceived as a decayed form of the H variety but as a
language of its own. In addition, a strong national and cultural identity needs to
develop in order to open the door for adaptation of the L variety as the official
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language of a state. L. Sayahi [Sayahi, 2014] states that only recently have the
writing of the Arabic dialects and their use for literary production started to
become tolerated, in large part thanks to the digital media. The emergence of
several internet-based resources and websites that focus on promoting national
Arabic vernaculars, with some referring to them as languages, are initial
expressions of this linguistic identity that combines both nationalistic attitudes
and an increased linguistic awareness of the legitimacy of the native vernacular
as a symbol of identity. It is one thing to refer to an L variety as a dialect and
another to call it a language in a society with a diglossic situation. An example
is the Facebook page I Speak Tounsi “I speak Tunisian,” with some 12,000
followers. It is among the first to use the Tunisian L variety.

2. Present study

In this research, Sayahi’s identity and solidarity through using the low
variety language on Facebook will be implemented.

2.1. Methodology

This research is an exploratory one. An exploratory research is conducted
when researchers seek to learn about some little-known phenomenon by
studying it in depth [Fraenkl and Wallen, 2008]. Corpus linguistics will be
adopted in this study. Corpus linguistics studies language based on example of
real life language use [McEnery & Wilson, 1996]. The corpus of this study is
140 comments posted by Facebook followers. 30 comments were excluded for
not having education status on the followers’ profiles. CL looks for most
repeated words and how these words existed with others in comments. The
count is manual since software cannot detect written Arabic diglossic words.
Microsoft Word and Excel were used to generate the figures in this research.

2.2. Data collection

Data are collected from comments from Facebook followers of one
episode of the show. Comments considered for analysis are those posted during
the period that separates two consecutive episodes which is one week.

2.3. Data analysis

Quantitative analysis of frequency of words in comments is done
manually. It looks for the most used words which are strictly related to the hosts
and topics discussed on the show and are used by followers. Qualitative analysis
is the collocation of how these words exist with others in the comments. Out of
the context collocations are excluded. The show is presented by six people who
are: Salam, Fouad, Abed, Abbas, Abou Talal, and Juneid. It is an all-male cast.
They represent different religions, sects, and regions. Fouad, Juneid, Abou Talal,
and Abed are professional actors. No information on their educational
backgrounds could be verified.
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from their followers and be a melting pot of ideas and suggestions instead of
lack of communication.
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F i g u r e 4. Some comments in verbatim by followers
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F i g u r e 5. The reason followers used low variety

F i g u r e 6. Final results of the language varieties
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